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6HI02
General Comments
There were many candidates who attained high levels in this examination, having demonstrated a good 
range of historical knowledge, clear understanding of historical development and its related concepts. While 
the option-specifi c comments set out below offer detailed reference and examples of student work, the 
purpose of the comments that follow is to highlight problems experienced by students across all options, 
and to suggest strategies for improving performance in the future.

Some candidates continue to create diffi culties for themselves because they do not plan their time and do 
not read the sources with suffi cient concentration.

The marks awarded for (a) and (b) questions indicate the amount of time that should be spent on each. The 
best responses in both (a) and (b) tended to be based on analysing the sources as a set, with a sense of 
context, to establish arguments that relate to the question. This approach allows the response to be source-
driven, directed towards developing a judgement, as the question requires. It is therefore likely to score 
highly because it is coherent and focused. A key point is that the analysis should be carried out before 
the response is planned and written, so that the response is structured around points of argument, with 
selective source reference offered in support. Candidates who base a response on the sources in isolation 
are rarely able to cross-reference effectively and build a developed conclusion, sometimes running out of 
time.

Under pressure, candidates sometimes overlook key words or connections within the source, which can 
cause a serious misunderstanding that undermines a whole response. This is less likely if they habitually ask 
themselves whether what they think the source is saying is logical and appropriate in the context of the 
period to which it relates. Confi dence in reading and using historical sources is derived from regular and 
ongoing use of historical texts for research. The essential skills of reading, comprehension, analysis and 
making notes from a range of historical texts lay the necessary foundations for handling extracts from such 
texts under examination conditions. 

It is pleasing that the great majority of candidates avoided these basic pitfalls, and produced responses that 
varied from competent to excellent. Most candidates achieved good L2 in at least one objective, thereby 
demonstrating some knowledge and understanding of the period that they had studied, and the ability 
to analyse and comprehend individual sources, at least at face value. The skills of inference and cross-
referencing, however are required to reach the higher levels. 

Broadly speaking, the performance descriptors related to the E/U boundary, as described in the Specifi cation,  
page 233, indicate a secure L2 performance, and a candidate achieving good L2 in all three descriptors will 
move beyond the borderline area. 

Progression towards higher levels in objective AO2 depends on the ability to make developed inferences 
from sources that have been cross-referenced as a set. Candidates who analyse sources into relevant points, 
reason from the evidence and link points taken from more than one source are likely to achieve L3.  Those 
who also demonstrate the ability to apply provenance and contextual understanding to the evaluation 
of such evidence are moving into L4. It is the ability to weigh the evidence in order to come to an overall 
judgement that takes account of any confl icts, takes a response to the top of L4. 

Progression in AO1 depends on the contextual understanding that is applied to the sources as a set, 
in order to develop and explain their implications as relevant arguments, and on the deployment of 
contextual knowledge to support, challenge and develop such arguments towards an overall judgement. 

Examples of such progression are included in the option-specifi c comments below, but certain points are 
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applicable across all options and may usefully be summarised here to highlight the ways in which candidate 
performance can be improved. 

Most candidates made some attempt to draw inferences from source material but weaker candidates 
tended not to develop them. A developed inference requires the point to be clearly stated and supported 
by some reference to the source material, and the connections between them made explicit. This can be 
described, as in the AO2b mark scheme, as ‘reasoning from the evidence’ and the reasoning needs to be 
explicit. It is the key difference between treating sources as information (L2) and treating them as sources of 
evidence, which needs to be interpreted and explained.

Many candidates appeared to believe that pointing out agreement or disagreement between sources or 
parts of sources meets the requirements of cross-referencing. There remains a widespread tendency for 
candidates to analyse (or too often describe) the content of each source in turn, then try to draw out points 
of comparison. This tends to lead either to responses that are overly long, or to comparisons that are brief 
and general. The purpose of cross-referencing is to develop and bring out the implications of sources as a 
set, on the basis that if they are used in combination they offer more understanding than can be developed 
by considering them separately or cumulatively.  Cross-referencing therefore requires sources to be 
broken down so that comparisons can be drawn between points, rather than between whole sources. 
The candidate can then reassemble the points into an answer to the question. 

An area of particular weakness seems to be the application of provenance, using the nature and purpose 
of a source to evaluate the signifi cance and reliability of the evidence within it. Very few candidates failed 
to mention provenance, and equally few were able to apply it effectively. Many candidates could identify 
‘bias’, often quite accurately, but few were then able to make a reasoned judgement as to how far this 
discredited the evidence within the source. Many simply discounted the problem by fi nding a matching 
bias in other sources. Others assumed that the nature of a source dictated its value – newspapers were 
generally deemed unreliable, private letters accurate. Some candidates had diffi culty accepting that opinions 
could be both sincere and objectively unreliable. There is also a tendency for candidates to see provenance 
only in negative terms, and not to take into account that testimony which is unwitting or from a ‘biased’ 
source can provide very strong evidence if it runs against expectation. The key issue is that provenance 
needs to be related to particular points within a source to demonstrate its effects on the quality of 
the evidence in relation to the particular enquiry. In (a) questions, where candidates are dealing with 
contemporary sources, this is often the means by which they can come to an overall judgement.

Candidates also offered some strange perceptions as to the value of historians’ interpretations. Some 
candidates were aware of different ‘schools’ of historians, and often sided with one or other according 
to their own preference. A few engaged in polemics to the point where their response was seriously 
undermined. It is clear that the concept of reliability remains diffi cult for many candidates, but most have 
some idea of how to approach contemporary sources. However, historians’ views do not lend themselves to 
explicit evaluation for ‘reliability’. The best candidates demonstrated an understanding that historians 
offer views that are based on reliable research, but are nevertheless interpretations using evidence and 
judgement. As such, they indicate possible explanations of the past, from which we can learn by comparing 
the different interpretations, and evaluating them in the light of the evidence in order to develop our own. 
Candidates will address this more fully in A2, especially in Unit 3. it is not expected that they will routinely 
demonstrate a full appreciation of historical interpretation at AS level. However, those who understand 
that historians’ views are interpretations, and that they can be both valid and varied, are likely to reach high 
levels at AS as well as laying good foundation for further progress. In the context of the Unit 2 examination, 
the historians’ sources often provide a structure for the (b) response as a whole. They allow confl icting 
arguments to be established, evaluated against the other sources and the candidate’s contextual knowledge, 
and used as the basis of a balanced judgement as required for L4. In doing this candidates can evaluate the 
historians’ sources without specifi c consideration of ‘reliability’.
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In both (a) and (b) questions the best candidates offered an overall judgement drawn from 
their preceding arguments. However an effective judgement cannot simply ignore the existence 
of confl icting evidence, or describe differences before asserting a preference. The key to L4 is 
recognition of different or confl icting interpretations and an attempt to weigh the quality of 
evidence in order to judge between them or resolve apparent confl icts. In (b) questions candidates 
could also assess historians’ judgements, such as the role and signifi cance of particular factors, 
in the light of the evidence and their own knowledge. Some candidates offered these elements 
within the body of their response, others in a developed conclusion. The best did both, pointing to 
evaluation as they developed their arguments, and summarising the results in a direct comparison 
at the end. 
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Option A

Question A1

1a  Most candidates found Question 1a very accessible, and few candidates reached less than good L2 of the 
marking grid. The most common reasons for failure to achieve higher levels were the tendency to deal with 
Sources in isolation, and to treat them as sources of information rather than evidence. Many candidates 
asserted that Sources 1 and 3 agreed that the Church did exploit people’s faith, and that Source 2 disagreed, 
then proceeded to summarise each source in turn with brief assertions that ‘this shows exploitation’ or 
that ‘Aske thought that the Church was a good thing for people’. Responses of this kind could gain marks 
at borderline L2/3 if they were thoroughly covered, but candidates often took too much time to do this, 
at the expense of part (b).. Better responses linked Sources 1 and 3, quoting from the criticisms made by 
Simon Fish and pointing out that Source 3 offered an example of the Church receiving money in both taxes 
and payments, and contrasted this with Aske’s claims that the northern abbeys ‘gave great alms’ as well 
as providing physical and spiritual support. Most candidates saw that neither Fish nor Aske were entirely 
reliable witnesses, and argued that Joan Brytten’s will was more objective. Responses of this kind achieved 
L3. However, very few candidates offered an effective overall judgement. Most described the confl ict, with 
some utilising neat, but superfi cial, solutions based on varying dates, geographical differences or simply 
individual practice. Few linked and weighed the quality of the evidence to develop a balanced assessment 
of ‘how far’. The best responses integrated the Sources to argue for and against the claim in the Question, 
often recognising that Source 3 could be interpreted in different ways, and developed their conclusion on 
that basis.

Examiner Comments

The example that follows is characteristic of a good response to this question. There is clear focus, 
developed analysis and cross-referencing. There is also awareness of provenance and its impact on the 
quality of the evidence with an understanding that evidence cannot be conclusive. This is exemplifi ed 
in pointing out that Joan Brytten’s will can be seen as evidence of exploitation and also as evidence of a 
healthy Church that inspired genuine faith and trust. However, there is also a tendency to work through 
the Sources separately and to address reliability as a separate issue, thereby making the response a very 
long one. It may be for this reason that the response fails to develop an overall judgement and simply 
summarises the confl icting evidence. The quality of analysis, interpretation and evaluation in this case 
merited a mark of 18 out of 20, but a more frequent outcome of this approach was a borderline L3/4 at 
15/16 marks. An interesting comparison can be made with the response to Question 2a, printed below, 
which adopted a much more economical structure.
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18Aa
24AbAO1
16AbAO2
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1bi  This was by far the more popular Question (b) and was generally handled well by candidates. Most 
were able to utilise Sources 4 and 5 to establish confl icting explanations for Henry’s failure to obtain 
an annulment, and to develop their points with some contextual knowledge, reaching L3 in AO1. Some 
weaker candidates relied almost entirely on the sources, and a few went beyond 1529 to include irrelevant 
material, but the majority were able to focus well and to integrate Sources with wider knowledge to argue 
a case. Good responses cross-referenced Sources 4 and 6 to highlight Catherine’s role, covering her refusal 
to enter a convent or to accept Wolsey’s jurisdiction, and supporting this by reference to her popularity, 
her behaviour at Blackfriars and her determination to protect Mary. They also referred to her ‘Spanish 
links’ and the role of Charles V as outlined in Source 5. Supporting knowledge of the European context was 
good, and many candidates also developed arguments relating to the role of the Pope and the weakness 
of Henry’s case. Candidates were less secure in evaluating the Sources. Wolsey’s evidence was variably 
reliable/ unreliable, but most arguments were plausible. Treatment of Sources 4 and 5 was often weak – e.g. 
Scarisbrick is a revisionist and therefore reliable, ‘Tudor England’ is a general textbook so the author doesn’t 
know much about Henry VIII. As suggested in the General Comments, centres could usefully address the 
nature of historical interpretation to help candidates in dealing with such sources. The nature of the task in 
(b) questions provides evaluation of the sources, often with contextual knowledge, and if provenance does 
not add to the argument there is no need to make explicit reference to it. Another feature that restricted 
the levels achieved by some candidates was the tendency to deal with factors separately, and not to address 
their role/contribution in any precise way. This often led to judgements that were assertive, indicating 
a personal preference for one factor over another without weighing the arguments. The best responses 
considered the precise role of different factors, such as Catherine causing delay that made Henry reliant on a 
judgement from Rome, or more directly, invoking the help of Charles V and utilising her Spanish and Imperial 
contacts. This allowed them to consider the relative importance of different factors or to demonstrate how 
they combined and interacted to prevent the annulment, in an overall judgement.
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1bii  This was a much less popular question, and posed some diffi culties for a number of those who chose to 
attempt it. There were, however, some very good responses. Many candidates simply listed changes drawn 
from the sources, and made very limited use of Source 7 while attempting to describe the political changes 
taken from Source 8. Some reached L2/3 by this method, offering some contextual knowledge to develop 
points taken from the sources as information. Understanding of what constituted ‘political’ or ‘religious’ 
change tended to be superfi cial. Some candidates were able to draw out the long term signifi cance of the 
Reformation Parliament, and many could describe features such as the dissolution of the monasteries 
and the translation of the Bible into English as having a religious impact. Others, however, labelled the 
dissolution as a political act, because the motives were fi nancial. Very few understood the full signifi cance 
of the royal supremacy, and even fewer were able to argue that in the 1530’s religion was, in itself, a political 
issue, and the Church an integral part of government. Candidates are not required to address the concept 
of a Tudor Revolution in government as part of this option. However, they cannot understand the Henrician 
Reformation without some grasp of the changing nature of royal authority, the King as God’s representative, 
and the role of the Church in supporting or challenging his powers.

Examiner Comments

Below is a good response to this question.. It is far from perfect – the nature of the royal supremacy is not 
addressed, the religious signifi cance of the removal of the Pope is not recognised, and the argument lacks 
balance, but it does demonstrate strong skills that took the response to the L3/4 borderline. Analysis and 
interpretation of the two sources is detailed and accurate, with excellent contextual understanding. The 
response as a whole lacked breadth and factual reference to material outside the Sources is limited. Hence it 
could not achieve L4. However, the handling of the sources, the inferences and the comparisons made would 
not be possible without developed understanding of the issues, and it is worth bearing in mind that AO1 refers 
to historical knowledge and understanding, not simply to factual reference. For this reason, and for its focus 
and coherence, the response was awarded 17 out of 24 marks for AO1. It is also clear that the response is 
source-driven, with clear reasoning from the evidence. However, the sources are not analysed together and 
fully cross-referenced to defi ne the issues raised in the question. Hence the response reached L3/4, but not L4 
in AO2b.
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Question A2

2a  Question 2a caused some problems to candidates who did not apply sound contextual knowledge to the 
sources, in that a signifi cant number did not appear to identify ‘Charles, Prince of Wales’ and to realise that 
in 1621 James I was still King. Hence they assumed that ‘the King’ in Source 9 was a reference to Charles I. 
This signifi cantly undermined a number of responses. It is worth reminding candidates that, while there is 
no value in extended reference to wider knowledge as part of responses to part (a), they should apply their 
knowledge of the period to accurate understanding of the Sources, and to identifying the signifi cance of 
their provenance. Candidates who did place Source 9 in context were able to relate Charles’s impatience 
to the claims about his ‘compassion’ and ‘hesitation’ made by Clarendon, and in many cases, to explain the 
confl ict by reference to age and experience. In contrast, most candidates saw the link between Clarendon’s 
view that Charles had a strong sense of justice, of right and wrong, and religious convictions, and the 
evidence of Laud in Source 10. A few side-tracked themselves by dwelling on whether a man who lacked 
confi dence could be relaxed and light-hearted, and others dismissed anything said by Laud as fl attery in a 
search for promotion. Most, however, were able to focus on historical, rather than logical, inferences, and to 
apply provenance with some discretion.

In comparison with responses to Question 1a, the quality of analysis and cross-referencing was high. On the 
other hand, many candidates found it diffi cult to come to a developed judgement. It may well be that these 
characteristics arose from the nature of the two Questions, in that Question 2a demands direct comparison 
of specifi c claims, but focuses the judgement on ‘agreement’ between the sources. Most candidates began 
by analysing Source 11 and were able to make specifi c inferences and comparisons on that basis. Many, 
however, saw agreement between the sources as an end in itself, and weaker candidates tended to produce 
surface matching. Better candidates realised that ‘support’ does require a judgement, and developed the 
implications of the evidence, including the unwitting testimony of Charles himself in Source 9. The best 
saw that the sources could be interpreted in different ways to both support and undermine Clarendon’s 
claims. The very best argued that Clarendon was writing in retrospect about a mature Charles, and that the 
elements of his character depicted in Sources 9 and 10 might well develop or soften with time into the 
balanced picture provided in Source 11.

Examiner Comments

The response set out below illustrates many of these points and provides a useful contrast to the 
response set out above for Question 1a. Its strength lies in the clear and specifi c cross-referencing 
between sources, based on detailed analysis, specifi c points of comparison, and developed 
inference. As a result, it reached the top of L3 in a much more economical way than the 1a 
response. There are attempts to apply provenance and context for the purpose of evaluation as the 
argument is developed rather than as a separate exercise. Some of these are simplistic, but others 
are secure. Its weakness is that some points could be better developed, and the fi nal conclusion 
summarises the points as ‘mixed’ and ‘to a medium extent’ without any real attempt to weigh 
the evidence. The fi nal comment on Source 11 hints at a resolution of the confl ict on the basis of 
Clarendon’s purpose and perspective, but it is not securely developed. The response was therefore 
given 16 marks – borderline L4.
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17Aa
20AbAO1
14AbAO2
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2bi  Although slightly less popular than 2bii, Question 2bi attracted a good range of candidates and a full 
range of responses. Most candidates began with Source 12, and used it to demonstrate that James inherited 
fi nancial diffi culties from Elizabeth. Good candidates developed the points from the source with reference 
to other problems - such as infl ation and Ireland, and the impact on the Crown’s relations with parliaments. 
Weaker candidates tended to rely on the source as information, and failed to explicitly address problems 
‘with parliaments’. As a result they also tended to miss the signifi cance of Source 13, and some candidates 
ignored it completely. Many challenged the claim in the question using Source 14, and a range of wider 
knowledge, to argue that James caused his own problems through fi nancial extravagance and immorality, 
as well as Scottish links, the ‘perfect union’ and favourites. Developed responses of this kind could reach 
L3 in AO1, but tended to treat sources as information or make only limited reference to them, reaching 
L2/3 at best in AO2b. Better candidates developed the link between fi nance and parliamentary complaints 
about such issues as impositions and the failure of the Great Contract, to establish a more explicit focus 
and address a greater range of problems, including James’s high-fl own rhetoric and apparent absolutist 
tendencies as well as the personality depicted in Source 14. Most offered confl icting arguments, but few 
were able to move to an overall judgement. As in other options and questions, few candidates attempted 
to consider links between the sources and arguments, treating fi nance, parliaments, James’s beliefs and 
personality as separate issues. The best cross-referenced between Sources 12 and 13 to defi ne the nature of 
the problems that James inherited and Sources 12 and 14 to contrast parliamentary responses to Elizabeth 
and James, before offering a judgement about James’s role. A few demonstrated the interaction between 
Elizabeth’s legacy and James’s reactions to offer a balanced judgement that resolved the apparent confl ict 
posed by the sources and the question.

2bii  This question also produced a good range of responses, based on secure contextual knowledge and 
inferences drawn from sources. Many candidates began with Sources 16 and 17, using them to establish 
a number of causes for Charles’s diffi culties. Weaker candidates compiled a list, taking the sources at face 
value, which included Buckingham’s failures, parliamentary obstruction, the French marriage, religion, 
and eventually Charles himself. Contextual knowledge was deployed to develop the arguments, and few 
indulged in long narratives or lost focus on the issues. Many achieved L3 in AO1. However, many had 
diffi culty in making good use of Source 15, and simply argued that it showed Buckingham to be a fool. 
Better candidates cross-referenced the sources to argue that while Buckingham was a liability in many ways, 
Source 16 suggested that Charles took the major decisions, and that parliament reacted to his refusal to 
dismiss Buckingham. Reference was also made to religion and foreign policy and the point was developed by 
reference to Source 17 and the events of 1627-29. Source 15 was used either to highlight Buckingham’s role 
(in the fall of Cranfi eld) or to illustrate his power. Responses of this kind were able to achieve L3 in AO2b. 
The best, however, used the sources as a set, and deployed wider knowledge to bring out the interaction 
of Charles and Buckingham across the period, to show how Charles created problems for himself. James’s 
warning in Source 15 was contrasted with Charles’s defence of the Duke and his willingness to override 
parliament’s fears and concerns (Source 16), while contextual knowledge was integrated to trace growing 
problems that emerged in 1628-29 as depicted in Source 17. On that basis, candidates were able to offer 
a balanced judgement as to the relative signifi cance of Buckingham and other factors, including Charles 
himself.
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Conclusion

There were many good responses offered in all options.  A few lacked sound knowledge of the periods 
that they had studied, and there were a number whose understanding was simplistic. Some had diffi culty 
in expressing their points clearly because they lacked confi dence in using the terminology of the period. 
However, most candidates had some range of knowledge and some understanding of how to approach 
the questions. Most attempted to focus on the question and there were relatively few who wrote purely 
narrative or descriptive responses. A signifi cant weakness in part (b) was the tendency to rely mainly on 
the information taken from sources, but most candidates offered some contextual knowledge or showed 
contextual understanding. Most candidates were capable of reaching L3, although poor planning and timing 
sometimes prevented them from doing so. 

Points for improvement are:

In both (a) and (b) questions, sources should be analysed as a set to draw out points for and against the 
claim in the question, before planning a response. This allows confl icting interpretations to be established to 
structure the response. 

Both (a) and (b) questions require a developed conclusion that addresses the confl icting arguments and 
judges between them or shows how they can be combined. 

Any judgement must be based on both quality and quantity of evidence – i.e. the content and provenance 
of the sources, interpreted and evaluated in context. In (a) questions contextual knowledge informs 
interpretation; in (b) questions it is deployed to develop it.

Grade Boundaries

6HI02  A 

Grade
Max-
Mark

A B C D E

6HI02 A 
grade boundaries

60 46 41 36 31 27

UMS 100 80 70 60 50 40
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